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1. ISSUE: 

Ermakova claims that HT-soybeans in the diet of experimental rats caused high death rates in pups and 

low growth rates. A group of international experts has criticized the work on the basis of an interview 

with Dr. Ermakova, done by the editor in chief of Nature Biotechnology, see 

 
Marshall, A., Ermakova, I., Chassy, B., Giddings, V., McHughen, A., & Moses, V. (2007) 

 GM soybeans and health safety - a controversy reexamined. Nature Biotechnology, 25, 9, pp  981-987  
 10.1038/nbt0907-981 
 
Ermakova, I.V. (2007) 

 GM soybeans - revisiting a controversial format. Nature Biotechnology, 25, 12, pp  1351-1354  
 10.1038/nbt1207-1351 
 
Marshall, A. (2007) 

 GM soybeans - revisiting a controversial format - Response. Nature Biotechnology, 25, 12, pp  1359-1360  
 10.1038/nbt1207-1359 
 

 

2. Summary 

In an article of Nature Biotechnology, the editor in chief Andy Marshall produced a feature in form of an 

interview with Dr. Irina V. Ermakova with her statements concerning her rat experiments with RR 

soybeans,  which appeared on over 500 internet websites but were not published in a peer reviewed 

journal. Ermakova describes experiments in which rats were fed Roundup Ready Soybeans.  She reports 

having observed an rat infant mortality of over 50% when fed with GM soy-fed groups; she also claims 

the GM-soy fed pups gained weight more slowly than the controls.  

The original interview of Irina Ermakova has been published by the editor in chief Andrew Marshall in 

Nature Biotechnology (Marshall et al., 2007), including some rebuttals. 

Marshall, A., Ermakova, I., Chassy, B., Giddings, V., McHughen, A., & Moses, V. (2007) 

GM soybeans and health safety—a controversy reexamined. Nature Biotechnology, 25,  9,  pp  981-987 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nbt0907-981  

This reference contains comments of the editor in chief of Nature Biotechnology Andrew Marshall, his 

interview questions and the summary of Dr. Ermakova’s statements, and a critical comment of the 

following invited experts: Dr. Bruce Chassy, Dr. L. Val Giddings,  Dr. Alan McHughen and Dr.Vivian Moses, 

see below their detailed affiliations.  

 

In a second feature the editor in chief of Nature Biotechnology organized a follow up debate of the 

original participants:  (Ermakova, 2007), (Chassy et al., 2007) and (Marshall, 2007) . 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nbt0907-981
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(Ermakova, 2007) replied to the criticism she has not seen before the first publication (details about the 

circumstances below). 

She was seconded by colleagues (Cummings, 2007; Heinemann & Traavik, 2007; Ho & Saunders, 2007; 

John, 2007; Leifert, 2007), they were all indulging in procedural criticism, but strangely enough they 

avoided to go into the scientific  details, which are so important in this case. It is part of the usual tactics 

of opponents of GM crops. 

 

As a whole, it is a learning piece of a scientific debate for everybody involved, but at the end of the day 

some major scientific concerns about Ermakova’s paper persist. The results obtained by Dr. Ermakova in 

these experiments are, up to this date (1. August 2009) not published as an original research paper in a 

pertinent and peer reviewed journal of wide distribution.  

From the abstract :   

“An unprecedented study claiming that transgenic soybeans compromise the fertility of rats and the survival and growth of their 

offspring has garnered widespread media and political attention but remains unpublished in the peer-reviewed literature. Here, 

an account of the work from the principal investigator, Irina Ermakova, is appended with comments from researchers in the 

field.” 

And from the response of A. Marshall  (Marshall, 2007): 
“The September Feature was a new format for Nature Biotechnology. My aim in publishing this Feature was to provide an 

informative presentation of the science behind Ermakova’s work, the problems posed by publicizing original data to the media 

without first publishing it in the peer-reviewed literature, and to open this particular debate to a wider audience. Indeed, many 

investigators who were unaware of her results now have an opportunity to build on her work and attempt to reproduce it.” 

 

 

3. Comment 

The Russian researcher and neurobiologist Dr. Irina Ermakova organized numerous press conferences on 

the results of experiments with rats and soybeans. Her news was distributed widely on the internet with 

a summary of her experimental research about feeding rats with RR soybeans. The news about the 

detrimental effects on rat organs after the animals were fed with transgenic soybeans was first launched 

publicly in REGNUM online, a Russian News Agency December 10, 2005 (Ermakova, 2005a). Ermakova 

has subsequently presented her results at several international conferences. The issue has been debated 

in numerous newspaper articles, three examples follow below: 

The Russian ‘Pravda’ from 27 October 2005 (Ermakova, 2005b) , The Russian ‘Neva News St. Petersburg’ 

from April 1, 2006 (Solobaeva, 2006) in the St. Petersburg English Newspaper , the Neva News and the 

English ‘The Independent’ from Sunday January 8, 2006 (Lean, 2006), all with classic boulevard 

exaggerations that GM soybeans may be harmful for unborn babies – a classic scare monger slogan. 

Those newspapers presented the Ermakova report at face value and offered no analysis or comment – 

far from any peer review process. Critical review is best done by scientific journals using a peer review 

process (Ranade & Kumar, 2007) , but Dr. Ermakova did not place her text in such a journal. In a press 

statement, Dr. Ermakova confirmed in Despite this, the story spread rapidly and she presented her un-

reviewed results at a Greenpeace sponsored event on ‘Epigenetics 2005’; she also was subsequently 

invited to publish a longer summary in the conference report (Ermakova, 2006c). Another contribution 
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she gave at an international disaster reduction conference in Davos (Ermakova, 2006a), with basically the 

same statements and the same heavily biased list of publication references. A longer rebuttal to her 

critics has been launched on her own  old website without peer review: (GM-Free-Cymru, 2007) and of 

(Ermakova, 2006b), here just one citation with the usual wild accusations: 
“Scientists should be responsible for the obtained data, but are even more responsible for concealment of the received data, 

especially if somebody’s life depends on them. A lot of independent investigations showed hazard of GMO for alive organisms. I 

hope very much that ACNFP will help us to perform detailed and complex investigations and to stop uncontrolled distribution of 

and contamination by imperfect genetically modified organisms that can cause such human diseases as cancer, allergy, brain 

and heart diseases, can lead to disappearance of a great number of different species of useful bacteria, plants and animals and 

cause destruction of the nature and the biosphere.” 

A visit in the old website of Dr. Ermakova (Ermakova, 2001 - 2008) reveals, that she has a clearly negative 

agenda on GM crops: In a rather strange mix she advocates a GM free Europe, on her page “my 

publications” there is not a single paper cited which has been published in a peer reviewed journal, a 

check on the Web of Science from 1. August 2009 confirms this, since the publication in Nature 

Biotechnology does not really count as a peer reviewed paper, see the statements of the editor in chief 

of the journal. In addition you can discover weird interviews she recently gave in an obscure Russian 

internet site “MK” such as "Russians threatened by GM Genocide" (Ermakova & Pichugina, 2007). It is 

therefore not credible, when Dr. Ermakova wants to make believe in her reply in Nature Biotechnology, 

that she is neutral in her view on GMO’s: “I am not against GMOs, but wish to promote more safe and 

effective approaches as much as I can”  p. 1353. Interestingly enough there are not many traces on the 

soybean controversy on the new website of Irina Ermakova (Ermakova, 2001 - 2008). 

 

4. A parallel case:  
the flawed rat experiments of Pusztai from 1998-1999 

A parallel case of seemingly negative results of deeply flawed food safety experiments which have never 

passed proper peer review, but nevertheless published in a reputed journal (Lancet) is still today widely 

disputed:  The editor of Lancet decided to publish a paper under the authorship of Ewen and Pusztai 

(Ewen & Pusztai, 1999), see separate ASK-FORCE blog (Ammann, 20110111) , although the peer review 

was not unequivocal, mainly for the reason because the experimental results have been publicly and 

widely disputed. The result of this doubtful editorial decision is now clearly visible after some years: The 

Ewen-Pusztai publication in Lancet is widely cited as a peer reviewed paper, and the very critical rebuttal 

of H. Kuiper (Kuiper et al., 1999) which was published in the same issue, as well as a critical analysis 

convened by the Royal Society (London)  (Royal Society, 1999), are practically never cited by the GM 

opponents, although they can be found on the web. 

  

Being aware of the pitfalls of publishing scientifically questionable findings under the name of the 

investigators as it has happened in the Pusztai case, editor in chief of Nature Biotechnology A. Marshall 

decided on another forum for debate. He invited Dr. Ermakova to participate in an interview in Nature 

Biotechnology and announced to her openly, clearly and in writing that he would allow experts in the 

field of nutrition and food safety to respond to her statements. With other words, the editor in chief of 
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Nature Biotechnology decided to organize something like a public peer review, where peer scientists 

would comment openly the results revealed in an interview. The result of this exercise has been 

publishe(Marshall et al., 2007), and (Marshall, 2007) led clearly to the rejection of the paper due to 

massive methodological flaws  in the rat experimentation, and can be summarized here as follows: 

 

 

5. Dr. Ermakovas statements in the interview with A. Marshall:  

“My experiments were designed to study the influence of a diet containing genetically modified (GM) soybeans (Roundup Ready 

(RR) line 40.3.2) on the physiological state and behavior of Wistar rats and their offspring. In addition to laboratory chow, one 

group of female rats was fed soy flour or seeds for 2 weeks before mating, during mating and pregnancy, and was fed an 

increased daily amount for every pup during lactation. At the same intervals, a second group of female rats receiving chow was 

fed conventional soy flour or seeds and a third group received protein isolated from RR GM soy. A fourth group of rats received 

only the laboratory chow and was considered to be a positive control. We analyzed the physiological state (weight, size and so 

forth), reproductive functions, rate of mortality and behavior of rats and their offspring. Experiments were repeated five times 

using soy flour, soy seeds, standard chow and chow mixed with GM soy (~14%) in different groups of rats. Standard chow 

contained wheat, wheat bran, sunflower, meat flour, animal fat, barley, fodder yeast, microelements and vitamins. RR soy flour 

genetically modified with the transgene 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS) obtained from Agro-bacterium sp. 

strain CP4 (Monsanto; St. Louis, MO, USA), its protein isolate and conventional soy flour (Arcon SJ 91-330), which has a similar 

composition. and nutritional value to RR GM soy,were obtained from the Netherlands supplier of Archer Daniels Midland (ADM; 

Decatur, IL, USA). Analysis of soy flour by PCR showed the presence of the EPSPS transgene in all samples of RR GM soy. 

The chow was administered as dry pellets from a special container placed on the top of their cages and the (GM, GM protein 

isolate or conventional) soy flour mixed with water (20 g soy paste in 40 ml water) in a small container placed inside their cage 

for three rats.  Each rat thus received 6–7 g flour every day. A similar scheme was used for soy seeds, which were kept in water 

for 1 day before feeding and then put into a small container inside the cage: four seeds for one female and six seeds for one 

male.” 

 

6. These statements and additional interview answers were 
responded to by the following scientists  

Dr. Bruce Chassy of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign says Ermakova’s work illustrates the 

need for the public and media to be cautious of scientific claims that have not been reproduced or 

passed the rigor of peer review. 

Former Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO; Washington, DC, USA) staffer and industry consultant 

Dr. L. Val Giddings believes Ermakova ignored the standard scientific practice of submitting research for 

peer review before publicizing her results. 

The University of California’s Dr. Alan McHughen thinks that there are critical problems with Ermakova’s 

experimental design and research that throw doubt on the validity of her conclusions. 
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According to the University of London’s Dr.Vivian Moses, in the context of published peer-reviewed 

studie as well as more than 10 years of real-world use of RR soybeans and the products derived from the 

the claims of Ermakova seem implausible at best. 

 

In order to read the full critizism and more interview answers of Dr. Ermakova, you need to consider the 

full texts of (Chassy et al., 2007; Ermakova, 2007) and (Marshall, 2007), here only some important facts 

from this remote debate moderated by A. Marshall as the editor of Nature Biotechnology are 

summarized: 

“Ermakova made erroneous statements about the rat feedstuff, which she claimed to have obtained from Archer Daniels 

Midland (ADM; Decatur, IL, USA, but inquiries revealed that this company never has sold the 100% RR-soybeans that Ermakova 

claims were obtained from them.  She has no evidence that the same varieties were compared, and she did no compositional 

analysis of either the soybeans or rat diets., It is thus unclear what exactly was fed to the rats.  It should be noted that in high 

quality animal studies investigators usually have isogenic varieties cultivated for their experiments and perform an analysis on 

them to ensure that diets are equivalent and that no toxic, anti-nutrient or hormonal substances are present. 

In contrast to Ermakova, the four experts conclude that no meaningful inferences can be drawn from these results (the important 

data are given in tables XX.  The experimental design does not follow internationally recognized protocols that were developed to 

guide researchers in proper design. The nature of the source material is unknown, the consumption by each animal is unknown 

and the composition of the diet is unknown. Too few animals were studied and gender differences were not recorded. The 

abnormally high mortality and low growth rates of the control groups point to poor animal stewardship.” 

  

“Ermakova did not follow the OECD, FDA and EPA guidelines cited in the NB article  extensively (literature items 7-11, 13-14, 16-

19) in (Marshall et al., 2007). The nature of the source material is unknown, the consumption by each animal is unknown and the 

composition of the diet is unknown. This is a critical point, because soy product and rat chow were offered in separate containers 

and there were three rats in each cage, it is impossible to know even if every animal ate soy products and it is equally impossible 

to compare groups because per animal consumption cannot be calculated.  Too few animals were studied and gender differences 

were not recorded. The abnormally high mortality and low growth rates of the control groups point to poor animal stewardship. 

The wide variance of data in Table 3 and the high percentage of low-weight animals are clear indicators of malnutrition and/or 

poor environmental conditions.” 

 

For a better understanding those guideline citations from the original article are repeated here: 

(EPA Guidelines Food  Toxicity, 1998; FDA, 2000; OECD, 1983, 1997, 1998a, b, c, d, 2003, 2007, all years) 

 

  

The maybe most important sentence in this paper taken from the expert comments. 

No conclusion can be made about abnormal development unless the controls conform to 

internationally observed norms. 

 

 

7. Second  publication in  Nature Biotechnology 

In this second round, Dr. Ermakova got a chance to reply to her critics  (Ermakova, 2007)  and she made 

an attempt to clarify some misunderstandings also in procedural questions. From the remarks of 

(Marshall, 2007) it is crystal clear that he as an editor in chief does not consider the reply of Ermakova as 

a regular peer reviewed publication in Nature Biotechnology. Just take all the critical remarks of (Chassy 
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et al., 2007), which have been answered by Dr. Ermakova in a blatantly unsatisfactory way, the 

judgement of the peers and the editor in chief are unanimously supported by anybody who has 

experience in animal experimentations: her paper would still have been rejected by Nature 

Biotechnology. 

The main problem for Dr. Ermakova was that she was left inadvertently in the dark about her status as 

an author, and although the editor in chief Dr. Marshall was clear about his attempt to interview Dr. 

Ermakova in his original invitation to her, and that he would then invite some scientists to comment on 

the interview statements. Unfortunately, the Nature Biotech correspondence secretariat (not tightly 

enough controlled by Dr. Marshall himself – for which he apologized) sent to her print proofs mentioning 

her innocently as an author of the first feature.  This was clarified and corrected in the second 

publication by the editor himself (Marshall, 2007),  gave Dr. Ermakova ample time and space to answer 

her critics in printing, and also letting the critics answer to her (Chassy et al., 2007). The main points 

Ermakova made are still open for scientific criticism after this exchange of opinions. Nevertheless, on an 

international level Dr. Ermakova is now in events organized by GM opponents appraised as a renowned  

author with a publication in Nature Biotechnology, it so happened in a Eco-Action meeting in Kiev, 

Ukraine in February 2008. In these circles she is even mentioned as a member of the Russian Academy of 

Science, which is according to active members of the Academy clearly falsified. In the community of 

international food science, still waiting for 3 years to see a publication  of the results in a peer reviewed 

paper, she has no scientific credibility regarding soybean experiments. 

It is therefore important, to summarize the second round of the controversy with the main highlights, 

but it is recommended to read the full accounts anyway.  

Abbreviations used below: 
(E. for Ermakova, CMMG for Chassy/Moses/McHughen/Giddings, KA for the author of this contribution Klaus Ammann) 

 

Instead of going into great length and repeat the second controversy between E and DMMG, here just 

one example is given: the debate on the origin of the feedstuff used for the experiment: 

7.1. Debates on scientific issues, between Dr. Ermakova   and experts invited by 
Nature Biotechnology: origin of feedstuff used for experiment 

 

E. defends her claim with PCR analysis, revealing 100% purity, 
On p. 981, Chassy et al. note that it was “not possible for me” to have obtained Roundup Ready (RR) line 40.3.2 soybeans from 

the Netherlands supplier of Archer Daniels Midland (ADM; Decatur, IL, USA), adding “the best that can be said is that commercial 

products sold by ADM would have been an indeterminate and variable mixture of conventional and non-GM soybeans.” 

Ermakova answered:  
“I can only state that my laboratory did receive soy clearly labeled as GM and non-GM soy. Quantitative analysis of RR soy using 

the ‘CP4-LEC-RTPCR’ construct confirmed the presence of this transgene in 100% of the GM soy flour. In the traditional, non-GM 

soy flour, only traces (0.08 ± 0.04%) of the same construct were present. In fact, we checked all kinds of soy. The analysis of GM 

soy and non-GM soy was performed by ‘blinded’ operators” 

KA: Note that Ermakova does not explicitly confirm the source of her feed stuff used for the experiment. 

CMMG say E’s statement is scientifically incorrect, since labeling alone and the analytical method used 

does not guarantee the quality, purity and homogeneity required in the international protocol of the 
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OECD, see (OECD, 1998b), where the precise details are given for the description of the diet rules:  
“details of test substance formulation/diet preparation, achieved concentration, stability and homogeneity of the preparation” 

 

CMMG: They re-iterate their criticism about the origin and quality of feed in their reply:  
“she still has not established the identity of the material tested, which is of paramount importance to an animal feeding study. 

The methodology and materials described by Ermakova are fatally flawed in several additional respects and as a consequence 

invalidate the experimental results. One of the basic issues is the content of the feed. The Archer Daniels Midland (ADM) catalog 

states and Bruce Chassy  contacted ADM on October 20 and November 5, 2007, to verify that they do not sell—and have never 

sold—a 100% GM-soy product containing the RR-40-3-2 line to which Ermakova refers.”  

KA: It is really astounding to see the way Dr. Ermakova insists despite clear evidence to her statements, 

which are falsified by  two simple phone calls of Bruce Chassy to ADM, and even more so her inert 

reaction about such behavior – or – to give her the benefits of doubt: she actually did not understand the 

point made – namely that the international protocol related to the feeding source certification was not 

respected in the procedures of her experiments. 

There are many other detailed exchanges of opinions, but it’s clear that CMMG keep to the international 

standards of experimental procedures, and E. considers herself to be free enough to change those rules 

in many details. The correct procedures of food safety experiments have now been explained in lots of 

details in a draft text by (Chassy & Parrott, 2009). This study is commented with lots of examples in the 

revised ASK-FORCE contribution of the food safety experiments of A. Pusztai. 

However, there is one item which should not be omitted here: E. cites a range of experimental papers 

demonstrating negative effects on rat organs related to GM feed. She cites explicitly the papers of the 

research lab of Malatesta (Malatesta et al., 2003; Malatesta et al., 2002a; Malatesta et al., 2002b; 

Malatesta et al., 2005), which demonstrate some slight negative effects on lab mice organs. CMMG show 

in their analysis, that the Italian group also did not comply with international laboratory standards, but in 

contrast to Ermakova the results were interpreted with caution – facts which are usually not 

communicated by the opponents of GM crops. As a whole the citation habits of Ermakova can be 

described only as  unethical filtering away unwelcome science. 

KA agrees therefore with CMMG about their general conclusions, given here in full length: 

 
CMMG: “All scientific work can and should be subject to the full force of reasoned criticism.  Ermakova’s remarks that there is an 

industry conspiracy to criticize and suppress articles containing evidence of the negative effects of GMOs is refuted by Ermakova 

herself when she cites published work on GMOs (albeit flawed) that shows negative effects. Rather than a worldwide conspiracy, 

we deduce there are few publications showing harm because GM soy is safe and does not cause harm.  We conclude then, that 

Ermakova’s research relied on experimental designs that fall short of internationally accepted norms, with animals handled in 

such a way that even control lines were negatively affected.  The feeding studies used materials that were characterized 

inadequately, incorrectly or not at all. Thus, no scientific conclusions can be drawn from the work. 

We must stress again that GM soy has been thoroughly studied in the peer-reviewed literature, by regulators around the globe 

and by the cruel testing place of the real world. More than 500 million hectares were cultivated over the past decade. Much of 

this has been fed at high concentration to domestic animals, poultry and fish. There have been no reports of stunted growth or 

reproductive failure as one might expect if Ermakova were correct.” 
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7.2. Opponents of GM crops supporting Dr. Ermakova in Letters to Nature 
Biotechnology 

In the same second round of papers in Nature Biotechnology, there were a number of opponents of GM 

crops and from the organic farming scene who criticized heavily the procedure on how Dr. Ermakova was 

treated in the first feature in Nature Biotechnology. Without repeating all the letters (Cummings, 2007; 

Heinemann & Traavik, 2007; Ho & Saunders, 2007; John, 2007; Leifert, 2007), here the last one in full 

extent: 
“I was very disappointed by your September Feature critiquing the results of Irina Ermakova, especially as I had previously 

considered Nature Biotechnology one of the best scientific journals in the area of biotechnology.” 

“I feel that publishing selected extracts of Ermakova’s results and experimental methods was inappropriate. These results should 

have been published as a full paper with a detailed description of the methods.  Presenting the work in this manner would have 

allowed everybody in the scientific world to assess Ermakova’s methodologies and results. Indeed, the author herself feels that 

her data set does not give all answers and, due to limited resources, was constrained in what she could do.  After publication of 

her paper, comments could have been invited from the scientific community, which could also have been published by the 

journal. 

Publishing edited extracts of her work together with comments of scientists who are well known to uncritically reject even the 

notion that there may be risks associated with GM crops gives me the strong impression that your journal is politically motivated 

to (i) defend the dogma that there are no potential health risks associated with GM crops, (ii) destroy the reputation of scientists 

that dare to challenge that dogma and (iii) prevent such scientists from gaining the resources to continue their work on risks of 

GM crops and how to avoid them.  There are many analogies to the treatment that Arpad Pusztai received after he reported 

negative effects of GM crops on rats. His work was criticized without him being given a chance to defend himself or publish his 

work until much later. Also, he has until this date not been given the opportunity to repeat and/or continue his work and no one 

else was commissioned to repeat it either.  Your treatment of Irina Ermakova will confirm the views of many in civil society in the 

following two respects: first, you reinforce the idea that the scientific community as a whole is dogmatic rather than objective 

when it comes to GM crops; and second, that the scientific establishment tries to suppress data and rubbish scientists when they 

report data indicating risks associated with GM crops, rather than applying the ‘precautionary principle’ and doing further 

research to investigate the mechanisms underlying such phenomena.  I feel that the most honorable way forward for Nature 

Biotechnology would be to invite Ermakova to submit her results as a full paper to the journal, for the journal to select ‘non-

dogmatic reviewers’ for the paper, and for the paper to then undergo the normal peer-review process. If the paper were rejected, 

Ermakova could be given clear indications as to why and how the issues criticized should be addressed. If she were unable to 

address the criticisms and do the extra experimental work as a result of the difficulty of getting hold of the materials (e.g., GM 

and near isogenic non-GM lines) because biotech companies refuse to supply her with them, then this could also be published by 

Nature Biotechnology.  Arpad Pusztai was never allowed to repeat and do supplementary studies to address the criticisms of his 

work (and other laboratories were also not given the chance to repeat his work due to GM-crop materials and other resources 

not being made available).  It would be a great shame if this were to happen again, particularly if one of the most respected 

scientific journals was implicated in suppressing such work.”. Carlo Leifert. 

The comment is similar for all the above cited letters:  

There is no word about the scientific quality of the experiments of Ermakova, although there was valid 

criticism in the first NB paper. All letter writers insist, without knowing the details, on the ‘unfair’ 

treatment of E., which was then explained with an apology to E. by Marshall and corrected in the second 

publication. In referring to the case of A. Pusztai, Leifert reveals his own heavy bias and deep mistrust  

about GM crops, he describes the case as if no valid criticism would have been published about Pusztai’s 

work. In  both cases he deplores that those experiments have not been repeated or published – true - 

but: how can you repeat or publish experiments with such clear methodological flaws? With all letter 

writers the syndrome of ignoring criticism of methodological flaws and follow-up scientific literature on 

food biosafety experiments is evident. In the way, Leifert is dismissing some of the most reputed 

scientists in experimental food biosafety science, he again demonstrates strong political bias. 
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7.3. Correspondence of Dr. Ermakova with Monsanto in 2010 

An interesting email exchange (Ermakova, 20100623)  can be downloaded from her new website: 

http://www.irina-ermakova.ru/en/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=28&Itemid=2  

See also http://www.ask-force.org/web/Ermakova/Ermakova-Monsanto-Mail-Exchange-20100623.pdf  

In this letter she starts with a positive declaration on GM crops, which contrasts heavily with her earlier 

condemnations, painting a catastrophic picture for Russia and the world when GM crops would be 

adopted 1, here a citation: 
“I hope very muchthat ACNFP will help us to perform detailed and complex investigations and to stop uncontrolled distribution of 

and contamination by imperfect genetically modified organisms that can cause such human diseases as cancer, allergy, brain 

and heart diseases, can lead to disappearance of a great number of different species of useful bacteria, plants and animals and 

cause destruction of the nature and the biosphere. this is a major shift in her opinion on GM crops:” (Ermakova, 2006b) 

 

And some 4 years later a citation from her mail letter to Monsanto: 
I am absolutely sure that the biotechnology is the future of humanity and like the idea of gene introduction. However we must 

think about biosafety. My opinion is that the main reason of the negative effect obtained by independent scientists and by me 

also is the imperfection of gene introduction procedure used for GMO creation. (Ermakova, 20100623) 

 

No wonder, that Monsanto answered  in a polite, but clearly noncommittal way. 

8. Rebuttals to Dr. Ermakovas work by science committees and 
experts 

8.1. EFSA: European Food Safety Agency 

As usual, the EFSA was also asked by the European Commission for an opinion on the work of Dr. 

Ermakova,  which was – no surprise – thoroughly negative: (EFSA, 2006): 
“The European Commission has asked EFSA to investigate the data presented by Dr. Ermakova (from Russia) on a six times 

higher mortality rate in progeny of rats fed GM soya and to report back on this matter to the Commission. The GMO Panel 

discussed these data and has searched for all available information relating to these recent revelations. The data which were 

published on the internet have not been reported in any scientific journal or report, nor have they been endorsed by a scientific 

                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 Ermakova, Reply to ACNFP: http://www.botanischergarten.ch/Ermakova/Ermakova-GMO-Reply-ACNFP-2006.pdf 

http://www.irina-ermakova.ru/en/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=28&Itemid=2
http://www.ask-force.org/web/Ermakova/Ermakova-Monsanto-Mail-Exchange-20100623.pdf
http://www.botanischergarten.ch/Ermakova/Ermakova-GMO-Reply-ACNFP-2006.pdf
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organization. The GMO Panel is unable to conclude on the study on GM soy conducted by Dr. Ermakova because of lack of details 

on the experiments presented. For example, the author has not indicated which GM soya was used in the study and there is no 

detailed information on the test diet and controls used. EFSA has been in close contact with the secretariat of the ACNFP (UK) on 

this matter. In a statement5, published on the UK website, the ACNFP similarly has concluded that ‘without information on a 

range of important factors conclusions cannot be drawn from this work’. The Panel drew the attention to a previous study by 

(Brake & Evenson, 2004) published in a peer-reviewed paper showing no adverse effects of GM glyphosate-tolerant soya on 

multiple generations in mice. 

The GMO Panel expressed concerns about the frequent ad hoc consultations of the Panel on data/allegations that are not 

scientifically founded.” 

This last sentence can also be seen as an indirect criticism of the European Commission, in particular of 

Commissioner Stavros Dimas, since it was him demanding an opinion from EFSA, although the work of 

Ermakova has not been published in a peer reviewed journal. 

 

8.2. ACNFP Advisory Committee on Novel Foods and Process 

The Advisory Committee on Novel Foods and Processes (ACNFP) is a non-statutory, independent body of 

scientific experts that advises the Food Standards Agency of the United Kingdom on any matters relating 

to novel foods (including genetically modified foods) and novel processes (including food irradiation). 

 

The ACNFP issued a short report fully refuting the results of Dr. Ermakova’s rat experiments: 

(ACNFP, 2005) Citation: 
“In conclusion, there are a number of possible explanations for the results obtained in this preliminary study, apart from the GM 

and non-GM origin of the test materials. Without information on a range of important factors conclusions cannot be drawn from 

this work. The Committee Secretariat is contacting Dr Ermakova to obtain further information on this study and the Committee 

will consider any further information that can be obtained and review the position if a full report of the study is published in the 

peer-reviewed literature.” 

The Committee also notes that Dr Ermakova’s findings are not consistent with those described in a peer-reviewed paper 

published in 2004. (Brake & Evenson, 2004). In a well controlled study no adverse effects were found in mice fed on diets 

containing 21% GM herbicide-resistant soya beans and followed through up to 4 generations. 

 

 

8.3. More scientific feeding studies without negative effects in peer reviewed 
journals 

The answer of Dr. Ermakova: (Ermakova, 2006b) is with good reason to  point out the many differences 

of the (Brake & Evenson, 2004) paper, which makes it difficult use the paper for comparison, but at the 

same time she is again revealing that her work does not comply in numerous incidences with the 

international procedures which need to be adopted for reliable results. 
“The results showed that the transgenic foodstuffs had no effect on macromolecular synthesis or cell growth and differentiation 

as evidenced by no differences in the percentages of testicular cell populations (haploid, diploid, and tetraploid) between the 

transgenic soybean-fed mice and those fed the conventional diet. Additionally, there were no differences in litter sizes and body 

weights of the two groups. It was concluded that the transgenic soybean diet had no negative effect on fetal, postnatal, pubertal 

or adult testicular development .” 
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Without going  into the details of food safety experiments published in peer reviewed journals and 

complying to the international experimental procedures as cited above, here an example demonstrating, 

that there is no difference between herbicide resistant soybeans and conventional traits: (Appenzeller et 

al., 2008). The  abstract: 

“Optimum(TM)GAT(TM) 1 soybean is a genetically modified (GM) soybean containing event DP-356Ø43-5 (356043) that was 

produced by integration of the coding sequences of the GAT4601 and GM-HRA proteins. In planta expression of these proteins 

confers tolerance to glyphosate and sulfonylurea/imidazolinone herbicides, respectively. This paper reports the results from a 

subchronic rat feeding study conducted with 356043 soybeans. Dehulled/defatted toasted meal and toasted ground hulls were 

prepared from soybeans from untreated plants (356043), herbicide-treated plants (356043 + Gly/SU), non-transgenic isoline 

control (091), and three commercial non-transgenic reference varieties (93B86, 93B15, and 93M40). Individual diets conforming 

to standard certified rodent chow formulation (Purina Rodent LabDiet® 5002) were prepared with 20% meal (w/w) and 1.5% 

hulls (w/w). Diets were fed to young adult Sprague-Dawley rats (12/sex/group) for at least 93 days. Compared with rats fed the 

isoline control or conventional reference diets, no biologically-relevant, adverse effects were observed in rats fed diets 

containing 356043 or 356043 + Gly/SU soybean with respect to body weight/gain, food consumption/efficiency, clinical signs, 

mortality, ophthalmology, neurobehavioral assessments (sensory response, grip strength, motor activity), clinical pathology 

(hematology, coagulation, serum chemistry, urinalysis), organ weights, and gross and microscopic pathology. The results 

from this study indicate that 356043 soybeans are as safe and nutritious as conventional non-GM soybeans.” 

 

In another recent study, again no meaningful differences between rats fed with transgenic or non-

transgenic soybeans have been found (Sakamoto et al., 2008), the full abstract: 
“A chronic feeding study to evaluate the safety of genetically modified glyphosate-tolerant soybeans (GM soybeans) was 
conducted using F344 DuCrj rats. The rats were fed diet containing GM soybeans or Non-GM soybeans at the concentration of 
30% in basal diet. Non-GM soybeans were a closely related strain to the GM soybeans. These two diets werre adjusted to an 
identical nutrient level. In this study, the influence of GM soybeans in rats was compared with that of the Non-GM soybeans, and 
furthermore, to assess the effect of soybeans themselves, the groups of rats fed GM and Non-GM soybeans were compared with 
a group fed commercial diet (CE-2). General conditions were observed daily and body weight and food consumption were 
recorded. At the termination (104 weeks), animals were subjected to hematology, serum biochemistry, and pathological 
examinations. There were several differences in animal growth, food intake, organ weights and histological findings between the 
rats fed the GM and/or Non-GM soybeans and the rats fed CE-2. However, body weight and food intake were similar for the 
rats fed the GM and Non-GM soybeans. Gross necropsy findings, hematological and serum biochemical parameters, and 
organ weights showed no meaningful difference between rats fed the GM and Non-GM soybeans. In pathological 
observation, there was neither an increase in incidence nor any specific type of non-neo-plastic or neo-plastic lesions in the 
GM soybeans group in each sex. These results indicate that long-term intake of GM soybeans at the level of 30% in diet has no 

apparent adverse effect in rats.” 
“In conclusion, dietary FFSBM might result in a mild stress response in liver and distal intestine, evaluated by normalized mRNA 

levels of the biomarker proteins CAT and HSP70, but were independent of the soy being GM or not.” 

 

(Sagstad et al., 2008) again came to the same results feeding GM and non-GM soybeans to salmons: 

“In conclusion, results obtained from this study showed that RRS did not affect growth, feed utilization, most organ weights, 

proximate composition or haematology. Changes observed in normalized expression of the antioxidant enzymes CAT and SOD in 

liver and HSP70 in liver and distal intestine were independent of the soy being GM or nGM. GM FFSBM did not affect fish health 

in any negative way, when compared to FFSBM from the conventional nGM parental line. Enlarged spleen and lowered plasma 

TAG levels were identified as a GM effect, but both GM and nGM values were equal to the values in fish fed the standard fish 

meal control diet.” 

 

(Bakke-McKellep et al., 2008) have also done experimental work with salmon, in the abstract again the 

authors demonstrate that there are no differences detected between GM and non-GM soybeans in the 

experiments: 
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“Physiological and health related responses to dietary inclusion of genetically modified (GM) full-fat soybean meal (Roundup 

Ready (R); GM-soy) and maize (MON810 (R) Bt-maize; GM-maize), as well as non-parental, untransformed lines (nGM-soy and 

nGM-maize D2), were evaluated in farmed Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.) parr during the first 8 months of feeding. Significant 

effects of dietary GM presence were only found in intestinal Na+-dependent D-glucose uptake and SGLT1 protein level in the 

region pyloric caeca in which the highest values were found in the GM-soy, intermediate in the nGM-soy, and lowest in the 

standard FM fed groups. Data from this study confirm that GM soybeans (RRS (R)) and maize (MON810 (R)) at inclusion levels of 

about 6% appear to be as safe as commercially available nGM soy and maize in diets for Atlantic salmon parr. Results from 

studies with higher inclusion levels and with non-modified, isogenic or near-isogenic parental lines as control groups are 

pending.” 

 

It is also interesting to note, that on the transcriptomic level, herbicide resistant soybeans are not 

different from non-transgenic ones (Zhu et al., 2008): end of abstract: 
“Quantitative real-time reverse-transcribed Polymerase Chain Reaction was conducted on selected genes and yielded results 

consistent with those from the microarrays. Collectively, these data indicate that there are no major transcriptomic changes 

associated with currently used glyphosate-resistant soybean.” 

 

In a recent extensive literature review about facts and fiction in safety research about  GM food (Batista 

& Oliveira, 2009) are not naming one single case of correctly carried through toxicological experiment 

with a detrimental outcome for GM soybeans (and other regulated crops). The general conclusion cited: 
“Genetic engineering is a very recent technology. Every new technology raises fear, and it is understandable that consumers have 

doubts about potential health, environmental and ethical implications. Nevertheless, the beneficial effects of genetic engineering 

are unquestionable, not only in developing novel crops but also in developing new medical products. Across human history, we 

have already faced several similar situations, such as the discovery of electricity and antibiotics and the invention of cars and 

planes, to name a few, and despite the potential risks, which undoubtedly exist, we have always decided to go ahead in the name 

of progress. In this respect, genetic engineering should simply be seen as another humanmade discovery that has tremendous 

potential not only for developing but also for developed countries.” 

 

As one example a study of GM soy feed safety, on whether transgenes or fragments thereof can be 

detected in animals having been fed with GM soy: (Jennings et al., 2003): The result was negative. 
“A 185-bp fragment of the porcine preprolactin (prl) gene, used as a positive control, was amplified 

from all samples showing that the DNA preparations were amenable to PCR amplification. Using a competitive immunoassay 

with an LOD of approximately 94 ng of CP4 EPSPS protein/g of pork muscle, neither the CP4 EPSPS protein nor the immune-

reactive peptide fragments were detected in loin muscle homogenates from pigs fed RR soybean meal. Taken together, these 

results show that neither small fragments of transgenic DNA nor immune-reactive fragments of transgenic protein are 

detectable in loin muscle samples from pigs fed a diet containing RR soybean meal.” 

 

Beneficial effects of transgenic  soybeans: 

Soybean has intrinsic allergens which can be eliminated by genetic engineering: (Herman, 2003): 
“Allergenic reactions to proteins expressed in GM crops has been one of the prominent concerns among biotechnology critics and 

a concern of regulatory agencies. Soybeans like many plants have intrinsic allergens that present problems for sensitive people. 

Current GM crops, including soybean, have not been shown to add any additional allergenic risk beyond the intrinsic risks already 

present. Biotechnology can be used to characterize and eliminate allergens naturally present in crops. Biotechnology has been 

used to remove a major allergen in soybean demonstrating that genetic modification can be used to reduce allergenicity of food 

and feed. This provides a model for further use of GM approaches to eliminate allergens.” 

 

All the cited studies have been done according to the required international experimental protocols. 
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Finally (although this is not the main topic of this feature) one of the major reviews on the sustainable 

use of transgenic soybeans with a broad focus have been recently published:  (CAST et al., 2009) and a 

paper to rebuff the myth that transgenic soybeans are the cause of a growing use of herbicides. 

(Carpenter & Gianessi, 2000). 

9. About regulatory rules when working with food safety experiments 
and publications 

Many of the test procedures have now been published and are easy to access, the most important ones 

are:  (EPA Guidelines Food  Toxicity, 1998; FDA, 2000; OECD, 1983, 1997, 1998a, b, c, d, 2003, 2007, all 

years). There are also important papers describing some of those rules, two examples: 

(van Haver et al., 2008) with extensive descriptions of experimental rules and a summary: 

 The comparative approach to safety and nutritional testing of food and feed derived from GM plants. 

 In silico and in vitro tools available for safety and nutritional testing of GM plant derived food and feed. 

 Testing of defined single substances from GM plant derived food and feed in in vivo studies. 

 Testing of whole GM plant derived food and feed in animal feeding studies. 

 Importance of a structured approach for development of data for the pre-market safety and nutritional testing of GM 

plant derived food and feed. 

 Role of post-market monitoring. 

 

Another instructive paper is now circulating as a draft (Chassy & Parrott, 2009), their thoughts will soon 

be published on an open website. They cite (Ronald & Adamchak, 2008) with a remarkable checklist on 

whether you can trust an author and paper: 
1.  “Determine the primary source of information” 

2. “Check if the work was published in a peer-reviewed journal” 

3. “Check if the journal has a good reputation for scientific research”  

4. “Determine if there is an independent confirmation by another published study” 

5. “Assess whether a potential conflict of interest exists” 

6. “Assess the quality of institution or panel 

7. “Examine the reputation of the author” 

 

 
The Ermakova experience underscores the need for scientists to submit their research to their peers for 

review.  While papers that employ  improper methods or which draw incorrect conclusions can slip 

through  peer review, rigorous review is an essential first step in separating good research from bad 

one.  Peer-reviewed papers must stand the tests of  repetition and gain acceptance by the wide scientific 

community to be considered valid.  In the age of instant electronic publishing and journalists to whom 

truth is not important, claims such as Ermakova’s  will predictably continue to appear.  The scientific 

community must  learn to actively police the frontiers of science as has been done in  this case by Andy 

Marshall and Nature Biotechnology who are to be commended for saying no to propaganda about 

fatally-flawed experiments. 

 

After all, it was Karl Popper who introduced an important principle to distinguish between science and 

pseudoscience, for a precise philosophical discussion see Hull (Hull, 1999): Scientific theories, in order to 
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be genuinely scientific, must be falsifiable. This is actually the foundation of a truly workable peer review 

process. The caveat: The peer review process is only as good as the reviewers involved, this and much 

more details and rules are given by (Grainger, 2007). 

10. Statements of GM crop opponents on websites 

Two of the most blatant examples of blindly following the conclusions of Dr. Ermakova, and exaggerating 

them grossly is given by Jeffrey Smith (Smith, 2005, 2006), without even a shred of attempt to 

scientifically review Ermakova’s results and methods from the point of view of accurate experimentation 

with rats. 

Also the statement of the ISIS website of Mae van Ho (Ho, 2007) is interesting: It does not go into 

scientific argumentation, instead, it indulges  in to grotesque factual exaggeration. 

10.1. Some helpful powerpoint slides you can find under: 

http://www.botanischergarten.ch/Ermakova/Ermakova-Powerpoints.pdf  

http://www.botanischergarten.ch/Ermakova/Ermakova-Powerpoints.ppt  

 

11. Scientific rebuttals of Ermakovas experiments  
from websites with  direct access 

(Preston, 2005; Strauss, 2006; Tribe, 2006) 

 

More details and links can be seen under the GMO Pundit of David Tribe (a highly recommendable blog, 

often working together with AgBioWorld, a listserv, which also posted details about the Ermakova case. 

http://gmopundit2.blogspot.com/search?q=ermakova  and http://gmopundit2.blogspot.com/2007/07/full-monty-on-animal-feeds.html  

 

Thanks go to Bruce Chassy, Mark Cantley and Vivian Moses for helpful comments. 
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